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Abstract: One strategy for aiding color deficiencies is to use three narrow passbands to filter
the light spectrum to increase the saturation of colors. This filtering is analogous to the narrow
emission bands used in wide gamut lighting or displays. We examined how perception adapts
to the greater color gamut area produced by such devices, testing color-normal observers and
simulated environments. Narrowband spectra increased chromatic contrasts but also increased
contrast adaptation, partially offsetting the perceived contrast enhancements. Such adaptation
adjustments are important for understanding the perceptual consequences of exposure to naturally
or artificially enhanced color gamut areas for both color-deficient and color-normal observers.
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1. Introduction

Common congenital color deficiencies result from a loss (dichromacy) or alteration (anomalous
trichromacy) in the spectral sensitivities of the medium- or long-wavelength sensitive (M or L)
cone receptors [1]. In anomalous observers, the wavelength of peak sensitivity for the altered
photopigment is shifted toward the normal pigment, reducing the normal 30-nm difference
between the L and M spectral peaks to a range of 2 to 12 nm depending on the specific gene
alterations [2]. The closer similarity in the L and M cone responses results in a weaker signal for
the L vs M dimension of color vision conveyed by their differences.

One approach to aiding such color deficiencies is to filter the light spectrum in order to increase
the differences in the L and M responses. This can be done with notch filters that block selected
regions of the visual spectrum, and are the basis for commercially available filters [3–5]. The
filtering can also be achieved by altering the spectrum of an illuminant or displays [6–8]. Sources
with these properties are available in illumination and display devices which for example use
narrowband light-emitting diodes (LEDs) to increase the gamut of available colors [9–11], and
there is evidence that observers prefer moderately exaggerated colors in spite of poorer rendering
[12]. For both filters and illuminants the spectral shaping works by blocking (or not emitting)
wavelength bands to reduce the joint responses in the L and M cones, so that the differential
responses are relatively greater. The proportional gains in the color gamut area are similar for
anomalous or normal trichromats [7]. Thus, the technology has similar impact on observers with
widely varying forms of color vision.

Despite the potential advantages of these techniques, the visual consequences of exposure
to changes in the color gamut area are not fully understood. In this study we examined how
observers might adapt to the enhanced color gamut area that spectral filtering introduces. Vision
adapts over a range of timescales to most visual attributes in the observer’s environment, and
this adaptation has profound effects on both sensitivity and appearance [13,14]. Adaptation to
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color occurs at multiple sites in the visual pathway and adjusts to distinct aspects of the stimulus
[15]. Light and chromatic adaptation begin in the receptors, which adjust to the mean light levels
they are exposed to [16]. However, color vision also adapts to the variation in color around the
average [15]. We refer to these variations as the chromatic contrast of the color distribution,
in the same way that contrast can be defined for the luminance variations in a stimulus [17].
Adaptation to chromatic contrast is a separate process from the adjustments involved in light
or chromatic adaptation [15], and is thought to primarily occur at cortical levels in the visual
system [18,19]. Both forms of adaptation continuously regulate sensitivity to color and have
been shown to induce distinct changes to color appearance [20,21]. Moreover, both are likely to
play a prominent role in calibrating color vision in natural viewing. For example, differences
in the color gamuts of lush and arid scenes [22], or seasonal changes in the same environment
[23,24], are sufficient to induce different states of adaptation and consequent changes in color
perception. Contrast adaptation effects are also manifest in the changes that are perceived in
the “colorfulness” of indoor environments under different lighting contexts [25,26]. However,
while chromatic adaptation is widely recognized and routinely incorporated into models of color
appearance [27], the potential impact and implications of contrast adaptation have received much
less attention in applied aspects of color science.

Here, we explored the consequences of this contrast adaptation for the large contrast changes
introduced by gamut-enhancing devices. Specifically, we explored how the visual system might
be adapted to changes in the color distributions induced by these devices, and how this adaptation
might shape how we perceive color. To test this, we adapted observers to colors shown on a
monitor that simulated the chromaticities that would be generated by the same set of surfaces
viewed under natural vs. narrowband illumination spectra (or filtering), and then had them match
the colors across the different adaptation states. Our results suggest that even brief exposures
to the higher color contrasts produced by gamut-enhancing devices leads to reductions in the
sensitivity of the visual system to chromatic contrast, relative to natural spectra. While the present
study was limited to testing these effects in normal trichromats, the gamut enhancements and
adaptation to these enhancements are also relevant to individuals with anomalous trichromacy.
Thus these effects are important for understanding the full consequences of gamut-enhancing
devices on color perception for both color-normal and color-deficient observers.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Observers included author II and 10 additional student participants who were unaware of the
specific aims of the study. Different subsets of observers were tested for different conditions, as
detailed below. All observers had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity, and normal color
vision, as assessed by the Cambridge Colour Test. Observers participated with informed consent
and all procedures followed protocols approved by the University of Nevada, Reno’s Institutional
Review Board.

2.2. Apparatus and stimuli

The stimuli were presented on an NEC MultiSync FP2141SB CRT monitor controlled by a
Cambridge Research Systems ViSaGe board, which allows colors to be specified with high
resolution. The monitor was calibrated using a Photo Research PR 655 spectroradiometer, with
gun outputs linearized through lookup tables. The monitor was used to simulate the colors from
naturalistic surfaces viewed under different illuminants in the following steps:

First, we constructed spectra for broadband and narrowband illuminants that were approximately
matched in color temperature. Figure 1 shows the spectral power distributions of the two pairs
of illuminants used, corresponding to a broadband (Planckian) or RGB illuminants with mean
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correlated color temperatures of 4000K or 2724K. The RGB primaries roughly correspond to the
three filter passbands incorporated in color-enhancing filters. However, the specific spectra were
not matched to the filter spectra nor optimized to maximize the gamut enhancements.

Fig. 1. Top. Broadband (dashed) or narrowband (solid) illuminance spectra with correlated
color temperatures of 4000K (left) or 2724K (right). Bottom. Adapting color distributions
for the corresponding broadband (dashed) or narrowband (solid) illuminants. The red ellipses
show the coordinates of the color distributions within the LM and S chromatic plane (defined
below). Note these are centered on the average chromaticity corresponding to each correlated
color temperature. The black ellipses plot the chromaticities after assuming complete
chromatic adaptation (von Kries adaptation) to the mean of the color distribution. In this
case the distributions are centered on the origin corresponding to gray. The distributions
were constructed so that for the broadband set, the colors would lie along a uniform circle
centered on gray after chromatic adaptation.

Second, we simulated a set of surfaces by constructing reflectance spectra from the first
three basis functions characterizing the Munsell reflectance spectra [28]. The Munsell data
were selected for this purpose, because they have smoothly varying spectral patterns that are
reminiscent of many natural surfaces [29]. The data available for each of these functions were
interpolated to discretely sampled values at 4 nm intervals, though they of course represent
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continuously varying functions of wavelength. Here, the three reflectance basis functions are
denoted as Bi(λ), where i is 1, 2, or 3. The corresponding reflectance spectra Rt(λ) are then
determined by linearly combining the three basis functions, with three different weights c1, c2, c3,
as depicted in Eq. (1).

Rt(λ) =
∑︂3

i=1
ciBi(λ) (1)

Based on the reasonable assumption that both the simulated reflectance, Rt(λ), and the
illumination, It(λ), are diffuse, then the reflected spectral radiance, St(λ), (i.e. the light reflected
by a given reflectance function Rt(λ) under a given illuminant It(λ)), is simply their product.
Taking into account, Eq. (1), this yields Eq. (2).

St(λ) = It(λ)Rt(λ) = It(λ)
∑︂3

i=1
ciRi(λ) (2)

We next defined a set of notional test surfaces, each defined by their characteristic reflectance
coefficients c1, c2, c3, so that, under the broadband illuminant, their resultant chromaticity
coordinates values were uniformly distributed in a cone-opponent color space.

For this purpose, the desired chromaticity coordinates in that space are required. Those
coordinates are determined by the l, m, s cone responses, which therefore must be calculated. As
an example, the response of the L cone to a unit weight of the first Munsell basis function, under
the broadband illuminant Ib(λ) would be given by:

WL1b = ∫ L(λ)Ib(λ)B1(λ)dλ (3)

Considering the nine permutations yields a 3X3 matrix, W, that converts the reflectance
coefficients c1, c2, c3 under the broadband illuminant, to the resultant l, m, s cone excitations, as
depicted in Eq. (4). ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

l

m

s

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
WL1b WL2b WL3b

WM1b WM2b WM3b

WS1b WS2b WS3b

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

c1

c2

c3

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(4)

Equation (4) is depicted more concisely in Eq. (5), where p is the ordered triple of cone
responses arising from c, the ordered triple of reflectance coefficients.

pb =Wbcb (5)

Left-multiplying both sides of Eq. (4) by the inverse matrix, Wb
−1, yields the needed result in

Eq. (6).
cb =Wb

−1 pb (6)

The cone stimulation values were then displayed on the monitor, by converting to the
corresponding RGB values for the display.

The final step was to switch from simulating the situation under the broadband illuminant to
that expected with a narrowband illuminant. In this case, the c1, c2, c3 values obtained using
the broadband illuminant are retained, but this time, in Eq. (3), the broadband spectral power
distribution, Ib(λ), is replaced by the second narrowband illuminant characterized by spectral
power distribution In(λ). That is, Eq. (5) is changed into Eq. (7).

pn =Wncb (7)

Thus, Wn is determined as in Eq. (4), except using In(λ) instead of Ib(λ) in determining the
values obtained from Eq. (3). In this way, it was possible to (1) create an accurate display-based
simulation of a set of reasonable natural surface samples, illuminated by a broadband illuminant,
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and having a uniform distribution of chromaticity coordinates, and (2) to model the resultant
changes of those chromaticity coordinates that would arise from switching from the broadband
illuminant to a specified narrowband illuminant.

The cone values for the stimulus set were selected based on chromaticities defined within the
LvsM and SvsLM cone-opponent space of MacLeod-Boynton [30] and Derrington, Krauskopf
and Lennie [18], which represent color in terms of the relative cone-opponent responses for
a standard 2-deg observer. Within these spaces the chromatic plane at constant luminance is
defined by two axes corresponding to L vs. M cone excitation (the r coordinate in the original
MacLeod Boynton diagram) or variations in S cone vs. L and M cone excitation (the b coordinate
in the MacLeod-Boynton space). Our version of the space was related to the MacLeod-Boynton
r,b coordinates by the following equations:

LvsM = (r − 0.6568) ∗ 1955
SvsLM = (b − 0.01825) ∗ 5533

(8)

where the nominal gray point was set at the chromaticity of Illuminant C and the scaling factors
roughly equated the magnitude of perceived differences along the two axes [31]. The mean
luminance of the stimuli and the background was 20 cd/m2.

The stimuli were chosen to define a uniform circle of chromaticities in the LvsM and SvsLM
plane, assuming the broadband illuminant and complete chromatic adaptation to the mean
chromaticity of the illuminant (modeled as independent gain changes in the cones so that after
adaptation the mean had the chromaticity of the nominal gray [21]). We then simulated the
distribution of color signals for the same set of surfaces under the narrowband illuminant. The
set of stimuli defining the adapting distributions is shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 1.

For these distributions, the chromatic “contrast” of an individual surface corresponds to the
difference from the neutral chromaticity. For example, the set of colors illustrated by the black
dashed line in Fig. 1 all have a contrast of 80 because they lie along a circle centered on the
gray point and with a radius of 80 in our cone-opponent space. Note that the LvsM contrasts for
the same surfaces are increased under the narrowband illuminant (solid black lines in Fig. 1),
illustrating the contrast enhancements under the narrowband illuminant. For the distributions
as a whole, the contrast can be specified by standard metrics such as rms contrast (the standard
deviation of the individual contrasts), though the effects we examine are not dependent on the
choice of metrics, but only on the fact that the variations in LvsM contrast are amplified under
the narrowband illuminant relative to the broadband illuminant.

2.3. Procedure

In three experiments, we examined the consequences of adaptation to the difference in LvsM
contrast for the broadband vs. narrowband illuminants. The different experiments differed
in whether the colors observers adapted to and matched were presented as uniform fields
(experiments 1 and 2) or spatial patterns (experiment 3), and whether they adapted to only a single
gamut (experiments 1 and 3) or simultaneously to different gamuts presented in different visual
locations (experiments 2 and 3). For all conditions, the observers viewed the display binocularly
at a distance of 150 cm, in an otherwise dark room, and used a keypad to record their responses.
The adapting, test, and match stimuli were always shown in fields separated by a central fixation
cross, and observers were instructed to maintain fixation on the cross throughout the experiment.

2.3.1. Experiment 1: adaptation to an individual gamut

The first experiment examined the absolute magnitude of chromatic and contrast adaptation to
the color gamut area for each illuminant, by using an asymmetric matching task to compare color
appearance between fields under adaptation to the illuminant vs. a zero-contrast gray [21]. The
stimuli were shown in two 4-deg fields above and below fixation (Fig. 2). Observers adapted
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for 3 minutes to a random sequence of the chromaticity for either the broadband or narrowband
illuminant in the top field. In this case measurements were only conducted for the 4000k set.
The adapt distribution formed a set of 16 chromaticity values centered on the illuminant mean,
and were chosen to have a fixed contrast of 80 after assuming complete adaption to the mean
chromaticity (Fig. 1). During adaptation observers viewed a random sequence of stimuli from
the distribution, with a new color sampled every 200 ms. This simulates the pattern of temporal
variation that might result from random successive eye movements sampling a scene composed
of these chromaticities. A test stimulus with a fixed chromaticity was then presented for 500 ms
in the adapt field, and observers matched the appearance of the test stimulus by using a keypad
to adjust the hue angle (direction within the chromatic plane) and contrast (distance from the
gray point) of a comparison stimulus shown at the same time as the test, but within the gray
adapting field. The test stimulus was shown repeatedly and interleaved with 4-sec readaptation
to the adapting stimuli in order to maintain the adaptation, with the cycle repeated until the
observer completed the match, after which the program presented the next test stimulus. The
test stimuli consisted of 16 hues at steps of 22.5 deg, and a contrast of 40 relative to the mean
of the illuminant. Note that the test stimuli had the same chromaticity for the broadband and
narrowband adapting conditions after assuming complete chromatic adaptation (i.e., they were
not the chromaticity values of the simulated surfaces). This was to allow us to use identical tests
to probe differential adaptation under the two illuminants. To isolate the effects of chromatic and
contrast adaptation, matches were also made after adapting to the uniform mean chromaticity of
the gamuts rather than to the individual samples from each gamut. In this case the adapting field
showed the mean chromaticity of the gamut throughout. Because the means were very similar,
this was tested for only a single mean level for two of the three observers. For each adapting
condition, the observer made matches to each test 4 times in counterbalanced order. Results
reported are based on the means of the matches and are statistically analyzed both at the group
level and for the repeated matches made by each individual observer.

Fig. 2. Schematic of the procedure for adapting to a single gamut. Observers fixated the
cross while the gamut colors were shown in the field above fixation for 3 min (with a new
color resampled from the gamut every 200 ms). A test with a fixed chromaticity was then
shown in the adapt field for 500 ms. Observers adjusted the chromaticity of the lower field
to match the perceived color of the test, while the test presentations were alternated with
4-sec periods of readaptation to the color gamut. Colors are for illustrative purposes only.
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2.3.2. Experiment 2: simultaneous adaptation to the broadband or narrowband gamuts

To gain a more sensitive comparison of the relative adaptation induced by the broadband and
wide gamut area conditions, in the second experiment observers simultaneously adapted for
3 minutes to a random sequence of the same set of surfaces under both the broadband and
narrowband conditions, but shown in the top and bottom field, respectively (Fig. 3). In this case
the adaptation effects were tested only for the 2724K gamuts. The adapt and test stimuli and
sequence were otherwise similar to the preceding experiment. However, in this case the two
adapting gamut areas were shown at the same time within the different fields. Specifically, during
the adaptation, the same random sequence of surfaces was shown in both fields but under the two
different illuminants. During testing, observers matched the appearance across the two fields by
adjusting the relative hue and contrast of a test stimulus now also shown in both fields. The test
pair were yoked so that increasing the hue angle or test contrast in the top field reduced the value
in the bottom field, or vice-versa. Once again each observer made 4 matches to each of the 16
test stimuli, with the order counterbalanced across trials.

Fig. 3. Schematic of the procedure for simultaneously adapting to the broadband and
narrowband gamuts. Observers fixated the cross while the gamut colors for one illuminant
was shown in the upper field and for the other illuminant in the lower field. During the
initial for 3 min adaptation corresponding colors from the two gamuts were resampled every
200 ms. A pair of test stimuli were then shown in the two fields for 500 ms. Observers
adjusted their relative contrast and hue angle until they appeared to match. The adjustments
were made while the test presentations were alternated with 4-sec periods of readaptation to
the two color gamuts. Colors are for illustrative purposes only.

2.3.3. Experiment 3: adaptation to the color gamuts in spatial patterns

The final experiment was designed to generalize the preceding conditions to more naturalistic
viewing conditions, by adapting to spatially varying color distributions – or images. In this case
the stimuli were shown in two 7-deg x 5.5-deg fields, now on the left and right of the fixation
cross, and were filled with patterns composed of random overlapping rectangles, commonly
described as “Mondrian” patterns [32] (Fig. 4). The left and right images had the same spatial
pattern but were mirrored to aid comparing them. The color coordinates of the rectangles were
drawn from the 2724K color distributions for the two illuminants, but after first adjusting for a
gray mean in order to emphasize the contrast differences between the distributions (i.e. the color
distributions corresponded to the color signals after complete chromatic adaptation in Fig. 1).
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The colors were also now varied randomly in luminance so that the images had an rms luminance
contrast of 0.2. As before, observers adapted to random sequences of the colors shown in the
Mondrians every 200 ms. Following adaptation a pair of test Mondrians was displayed for 500 ms.
The chromatic contrast of the test stimuli was on average the same as the broadband condition
(i.e. hue angles forming a circle with a nominal contrast of 80). The S vs. LM contrast remained
fixed at this value, and observers varied the L vs. M contrast above or below 80 to match the
perceived contrast across the two adapting fields. As in Experiment 2, the test pair were yoked so
that increasing the test contrast in the right field reduced it in the left field, or vice-versa.

Fig. 4. Left side: schematic of the procedure for simultaneously adapting to the narrowband
vs. neutral gray presented as Mondrian patterns. Observers fixated the cross while the
Mondrian was shown on one side and a gray field on the other. During the initial 3-min
adaptation period Mondrians with the same gamut were resampled every 200 ms. A pair
of test Mondrians were then shown in the two fields for 500 ms. Observers adjusted their
relative LvsM contrast until they appeared to match. The adjustments were made while
the test presentations were alternated with 4-sec periods of readaptation to the color gamut.
Right side: illustration of the 3 other adapting conditions tested (see text). Colors are for
illustrative purposes only.

To fully assess the contrast changes, we measured the matches for 4 conditions, which varied
in the degree to which the colors varied between the two adapting fields. The corresponding
images are illustrated in Fig. 4.

1) Pre-adapt: adaptation was to the same static gray field on both sides. Thus, the matches
for the test Mondrians should occur when the two sides had the same physical contrasts.
This case thus assessed the ability to correctly set the matches.

2) Narrowband vs. broadband gamut: observers adapted to the set of Mondrians simulated
under the broadband illuminant on one side and the narrowband illuminant on the other
side, to assess the relative differences in adaptation to the two distributions. This condition
paralleled the adapted contrasts shown as temporal variations in Experiment 2.

3) Narrowband vs. S-only contrast: In this condition one adapting field displayed the enhanced
gamut distribution while in the other the LvsM contrast was set to zero so that the Mondrian
only varied in SvsLM and luminance contrast. This was tested to isolate the contribution
of the overall LvsM contrast to the changes in perceived contrast.
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4) Narrowband vs. neutral: this condition compared adaptation between the enhanced color
gamut and a neutral gray field to examine the absolute magnitude of the contrast adaptation.

On each run observers adapted to one of the 4 adapting conditions, and then made 10 repeated
matches of the L vs. M contrasts. Results reported are based on 2 runs or 20 matches for each
condition, with the order of the adapting conditions counterbalanced.

3. Results

3.1. Predicted adaptation effects

Figure 5 illustrates the predicted changes in the appearance of the test stimuli following adaptation
to the mean and contrast of the color distributions. The ellipses on the lower right represent the
pre-adapt LvsM and SvsLM coordinates for the surfaces under the broadband or narrowband
illuminants. Again, these were chosen to have an equivalent mean chromaticity which (under
neutral adaptation) is yellow and thus plots in the lower right quadrant of the space. The circle and
ellipse in the upper left represent the predicted coordinates after complete chromatic adaptation
to the illuminant, so that the stimuli are now centered on the gray point. The shift in appearance
due to adaptation to the mean color is signified by the blue arrow, and should be common for the
broadband and narrowband conditions because they were chosen to have a common mean. (Note
the expansion of the signals along the SvsLM axis is because of the multiplicative rescaling of
the cone signals with chromatic adaptation. The same rescaling within the L and M cones has
opposing effects along the LvsM axis so that the signal differences remain more similar along
this axis). The chromaticity values under the narrowband condition are stretched along the LvsM
axis, forming more elliptical contours. However, the higher LvsM contrasts in this case should
result in stronger contrast adaptation, reducing perceived contrast more for this adapting stimulus.
These contrast losses are indicated by the red arrows. If adaptation completely normalizes the
contrast response, this predicts that the colors of the different adapting distributions should appear
the same when the observer is fully adapted to either condition.

3.2. Experiment 1: adaptation to the individual broadband or narrowband conditions

As noted, in the first case we empirically assessed the adaptation for the individual gamuts by
comparing color appearance after adapting to the broadband or narrowband gamut conditions vs.
a uniform gray field. Figure 6 plots individual measurements for the three observers tested. In
this case, the two illuminants tested had a color temperature of 4000K. The lower-right points
represent the test stimuli (before adaptation). The filled and unfilled red points represent the
matches for these stimuli after adaptation to the broadband or narrowband gamut conditions,
respectively. Finally, the upper-left black points represents the settings for adaptation to only
the mean chromaticity. For all subjects, the matches show strong, but incomplete chromatic
adaptation. That is, the matching coordinates are strongly shifted toward the neutral gray but
have a residual yellowish bias in the mean. Both the broadband and narrowband distributions
also produced pronounced contrast adaptation. Specifically, the match contrasts for the adapting
sequence are substantially lower than when adapted to the static illuminant mean. However,
in this case the magnitude of contrast adaptation appears similar for the two illuminants. To
assess this, we compared the magnitude of the LvsM matching contrasts relative to the sample
mean for each observer. For all 3 observers, t-tests indicated that there was not a statistically
significant difference in magnitude of matching contrasts for the natural vs. wide gamut condition
[t(30)= .58, p= 0.56; t(30)= 1.21, p= 0.23; t(30)= .31, p= 0.75, for the 3 observers]. Thus,
while this experiment confirmed the strong chromatic and contrast adaptation effects for both
conditions, it did not reveal clear differences in adaptation between the broadband or narrowband
conditions.
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Fig. 5. Predicted chromatic shifts with adaptation. Red ellipses show the color coordinates
of the broadband (dashed) and narrowband (solid) adapting distributions under neutral
adaptation. Chromatic adaptation to the mean of the adapting distributions recenters the
perceived mean color to appear gray (blue arrow). Contrast adaptation to the variance in
the adapting distributions reduces the perceived contrasts or gamut of the distributions (red
arrows). This contrast adaptation should be stronger for the narrowband condition since it
generates higher stimulus contrasts.

3.3. Experiment 2: simultaneous adaptation to broadband vs. narrowband gamut
conditions

To provide a more sensitive measure of differential adaptation to the broadband or narrowband
conditions, we turned to the second experiment where both gamuts were displayed simultaneously
in the two fields, and then measured the differences in color appearance between the two
fields. Unlike the preceding measurements, this condition cannot reveal the absolute changes in
chromatic or contrast adaptation common to both gamuts, but provides a more direct measure of
any differences in the adaptation effects between them.

Figure 7 show the matches between adaptation to either condition (this time tested for the
color temperature of 2724K) for each of the 6 observers tested, along with the average across
observers. The black triangles represent the matching values in the field adapted to the broadband
gamut and the red lines and circles represent the matches for the narrowband gamut. In this case,
the matches required consistently higher contrast along the LvsM axis for the field adapted to
the enhanced gamut condition. Specifically, the matching contrasts along the LvsM axis were
on average 1.17 times higher for the narrowband illuminant condition than for the broadband
illuminant. These differences were assessed with paired t-tests of the LvsM contrast for the 16
test stimuli and were significant for each of the six observers (t(15) >= -3.61, p <= .002 for all
observers). The contrast differences are consistent with a sensitivity loss induced by stronger
adaptation to the stronger red-green contrast created by the filtered spectrum.
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Fig. 6. Changes in color appearance following adaptation to the 4000 K broadband or
narrowband gamuts for 3 observers. Black symbols and lines at the lower right show the
chromaticities of the test colors presented in the adapting field. Red symbols show the
coordinates of the matching chromaticities for the narrowband (open symbols) or broadband
adapting gamuts (filled symbols). Black symbols at the upper left instead show the matches
after adaptation to the static mean chromaticity (tested for only one gamut mean for two of
the observers).
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Fig. 7. Contrast matches made between fields adapted to the broadband or narrowband
gamut conditions for the 2724 K illluminants. Red circles plot the matching contrasts in the
narrowband adapt field while black triangles and lines shows the match coordinates in the
broadband gamut adapt field.
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3.4. Experiment 3: adaptation to color contrast in spatial patterns

The final set of experiments were again designed to confirm the differential adaptation effects
for the different color gamut areas, but for spatially varying stimuli that presented the adapting

Fig. 8. Contrast matches between the two Mondrian fields after adapting to different levels
of LvsM contrast. Bars plot the difference in percent change in LvsM contrast between the
two fields +1 SEM. A value of zero represents a physical contrast match. Neutral: matches
under neutral (uniform gray field) adaptation in both fields. narrow vs broad: difference
between the match values in the narrowband vs. broadband gamut conditions. Narrow vs.
S-only: matches for the narrowband adapt gamut minus the settings for the same gamut
with the LvsM contrasts removed. Narrowband vs. neutral: differences in the matching
contrasts following adaptation to the narrowband vs. gray adapt conditions. Individual plots
show matches for the six individual observers and averaged across the observers. * p <0.017
(corrected for multiple comparisons); ** p< 0.001; *** p< .0001).
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gamut areas in Mondrian displays rather than uniform fields. The task in this case was to match
the LvsM contrast in the Mondrians after adapting to the narrowband gamut areas vs. the control
gamut areas. These effects were again tested only for the 2724K condition and after adjusting
for chromatic adaptation to the neutral gray chromaticity. Figure 8 shows the contrast ratio
between the two adapting fields for each condition for each of the six observers tested, along
with the mean across observers. Bars indicate the mean difference in percent change between the
matched LvsM contrasts+ 1 SEM. As expected, the pre-adapt conditions are close to a physical
match. However, for the remaining conditions adaptation to the field with higher LvsM contrast
reduced the perceived contrast in the Mondrians relative to the second adapting field, and thus the
contrast had to be increased in the high-contrast field to make the match. There was a significant
difference between conditions for each observer as determined by a one-way ANOVA (F(3,72)
<= 8.25, p< .0001 for all observers). Post hoc comparisons (Bonferroni corrected within each
observer) revealed that matches required more LvsM contrast in the narrowband vs. broadband
condition for 5 of 6 observers and for the overall mean (see Fig. 6). As expected, the differences
for these conditions also tended to be smaller than for the narrowband vs. S-contrast only or
gray-field conditions – for which the LvsM adapting differences were much larger. However, for
some observers the magnitudes of these effects were similar to the narrowband vs. broadband
gamut areas. Thus the results again reveal substantial differential contrast adaptation, consistent
with the results for Experiment 2, and again suggest that exposure to the higher color gamut area
caused that gamut to appear reduced in contrast compared to the broadband gamut condition.

4. Discussion

In this study, we systematically investigated how the visual system might adapt to short-term
changes in the color environment induced by increasingly common devices designed to increase
the chroma of colors. Consistent with previous studies our results show that states of chromatic
adaptation remain similar after exposure to natural or filtered color signals that have the same
mean chromaticity but produce different gamut areas [20,21]. However, side-by-side comparisons
(experiments 2 and 4) reveal significant differences in the amount of contrast adaptation that
the differences in spectral filtering produce. Specifically, the wider gamut area generated by
the filtered lighting led to significantly greater contrast adaptation. The changes in perceived
contrast are largely specific to the LvsM axis along which the gamut areas differed, consistent
with the color-selectivity that has been observed previously in color contrast adaptation [31,33].
While the pattern of adaptation effects we measured are thus predictable, what is important and
shown here is that they can be manifest for the changes in color gamuts introduced by methods
designed to enhance color signals for observers. Our results are also important for highlighting the
importance of contrast adaptation as a significant factor in assessing the perceptual consequences
of filtering or lighting conditions that alter the range of color contrasts observers are exposed to.

Again, these filtering and emissive devices have been developed for enhancing color percepts
for both color-normal and color-deficient observers. In our study we assessed the adaptation
effects only on normal trichromats, and thus it will be important to extend these measurements to
explore their magnitude and form in anomalous trichromats. However, there is good reason to
think that the consequences will be similar. Typical congenital changes in color vision affect
only the photopigments and thus leave the neural machinery for color vision largely intact [1].
Adaptation is a ubiquitous and intrinsic feature of sensory coding, and there is no reason to expect
that the mechanisms of adaptation themselves would be different in color deficient observers.
In fact, several studies have suggested that because of processes like adaptation, the sensitivity
losses in anomalous trichromats may be partially compensated by post-receptoral amplification
of the weakened LvsM chromatic signals provided by their cones [2,34]. That is, the color
losses in these observers may be less severe than their cone sensitivities predict, because neural
gain has been adjusted to the weakened gamut of their cone signals. A number of behavioral
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tasks have been used to reveal better-than-expected color percepts in anomalous trichromats
[35–40], and a recent fMRI study found evidence for the amplification of LvsM color signals in
early visual cortex in anomalous trichromats, consistent with the cortical locus of color contrast
adaptation [41]. Further evidence for compensatory cortical gain has come from measures of
visual evoked potentials (though this has been reported for binocular but not monocular viewing)
[42]. Thus, both the neural responses to chromatic stimuli and the adaptation states of anomalous
trichromats may already be partially compensated and thus more similar to normal trichromats
than the differences in their cone spectral sensitivities predict, again consistent with an adaptive
normalization of contrast coding in the visual system.

How these adaptive adjustments impact color perception for gamut-enhancing devices will also
depend on the dynamics of the adaptation. For short-term exposures, contrast adaptation effects
tend to build up exponentially during adaptation, and similarly can decay exponentially after the
adapting stimulus is removed [43,44]. However, some color aftereffects can last a very long time
pointing to multiple timescales for the adaptation [45]. Similar evidence for multiple timescales
and dynamics have also been found for contrast adaptation [46]. Moreover, the dynamics of
adaptation can itself change with repeated exposures [47,48]. The variety of these effects leave
open the possibility that routine exposure to the contrast changes produced by gamut-enhancing
devices could introduce both short and long-term changes in color appearance.

It will also be important to explore the magnitude of these adaptation effects under more
natural viewing conditions. Our studies used highly controlled stimulus exposures that clearly
differ from the patterns of exposure and sampling that would result with natural scenes. However,
selective color contrast adaptation effects are pronounced for natural color gamut areas [22], and
adaptation can be routinely observed for many aspects of natural images [13].

An important property of adaptation is that it tends to normalize visual coding [13]. In the
case of color this includes shifting appearance so that the average color appears more neutral
(gray) and the range of contrasts along different color and luminance axes appear more balanced
[15,49]. This predicts that adaptation to enhanced gamut areas should tend to desaturate the
colors under that condition so that they start to appear more natural. In turn this could lead actual
natural gamut areas to appear unnatural or reduced in contrast. However, adaptation is certainly
not the only form of visual plasticity, and some perceptual adjustments may elevate rather than
habituate the responses to color after exposure to an enhanced color gamut. For example, Werner
et al. [4]. tested color percepts in anomalous trichromats after wearing color-enhancing filters.
After a few days experiencing the glasses, the salience of colors increased, even with the glasses
removed. Such effects may reflect a form of perceptual learning and how color was interpreted or
attended to. Further characterization of these different forms of plasticity and the extent to which
they occur in real environments will be important for assessing the consequences of changes in
the individual’s chromatic diet.

5. Conclusions

Modern technology has led to a number of devices for shaping the light spectrum in ways that
increase the color gamut, and these are seeing potential use for both color-normal and color-
deficient observers. We have shown that known processes of adaptation may partially counteract
these enhancements, by renormalizing perception for the changes in the color environment.
This renormalization has important implications for understanding how both color-normal and
color-anomalous observers will experience color as seen in gamut-enhanced displays and lighting
or color-enhancing filters. In turn, that understanding has the potential to inform the design of
spectral power distributions that better suit the needs of color-normal observers as well as those
who experience some kinds of color vision deficiencies.
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